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1 Introduction

Numerous video have been translated using ”dubbing,” spurred by
the recent growth of video market. However, it is very difficult to
achieve the visual-audio synchronization. That is to say in general
a new audio does not synchronize with actor’s mouth motion. This
discrepancy can disturb comprehension of video contents. There-
fore many methods have been researched so far to solve this prob-
lem.
[Thies et al. 2016] proposed a method which can reenact the video
while maintaining source actor’s visual-audio synchronization by
using 3D facial statistical models. However their method cannot be
applied to videos in which faces cannot be 3D-reconstructed, for
example, vintage videos, 2D animations and more. On the other
hand, image-based methods can be applied to a variety of videos.
[Ezzat et al. 2002] proposed an image-based method to generate a
speech animation. However, as phonemes correspond to mouth im-
ages in one-to-one in their model, they cannot consider coarticula-
tion. [Bregler et al. 1997] proposed an alternative image-based ap-
proach by reusing frames in which mouth motion synchronizes with
new audio. This approach can achieve coarticulation, but phoneme-
matching tables are required when applying to dubbing videos.
In this paper, we propose an image-based method to automatically
generate a variety of dubbing videos with visual-audio synchroniza-
tion by frame-reusing without phoneme information. Contribution
of our method is as follows. Our method 1) can automatically gen-
erate dubbing videos with visual-audio synchronization without any
prior knowledges(e.g. phoneme information, 3D face models, gen-
erative models etc.) 2) can express coarticulation and 3) can be
applied to a variety of videos such as mentioned above.

2 Our Method

We use two videos as input, one is the original video recording the
actor’s performance (the target video), and the other is that record-
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ing the voice-actor ’s. Our method mainly consists of“ Frame-
Reshuffling” part and ”Mouth Region Composition” part. Fig.1
shows an outline of our method. In the ”Frame-Reshuffling” part,
first of all, the voice-actor’s mouth shape is normalized to be close
to the actor’s. Then a noise-robust model to capture mouth shapes
both in the target and in the source video is constructed by perform-
ing Principal Component Analysis(PCA). After that, we reshuffle
frames in the target video for the target mouth motion to be the
same with the source, then stitch and interpolate the selected frames
to generate a new video. In the“Mouth Region Composition”part,
we synthesize the mouth region in the new video to the original tar-
get video to maintain the original actor’s motion.

2.1 Frame Reshuffling
(1)Matching Voice-Actor’s Mouth Shape with Actor’s
To calculate the similarity between the actor’s mouth shape and the
voice-actor’s, normalizing their characteristics is required. There-
fore we change the voice-actor’s mouth shape to be closer to the
actor’s. We estimate N mouth feature points Star

i and Ssrc
i , where

i is the frame index of the videos and tar(src) is the target(source)
video. This time we use a method mentioned by [Irie et al. 2011].
Then we calculate the difference ∆ between Star

0 and Ssrc
0 and get

normalized feature points Ssrc′
i by Eq.(1).

Ssrc′
i = Ssrc

i +∆ = Ssrc
i + Star

0 − Ssrc
0 (1)

(2)Constructing a Noise-Robust Mouth Shape Model
We construct a noise-robust model by performing PCA to depict
mouth shapes quantitatively on target mouth feature points Star

i :

S(ω) = S̄tar + Pω (2)

where S is a mouth feature points vector, S̄tar is the average of
Star

i , P is the principal component matrix and ω is a weight vec-
tor. Then we calculate each weight vector ωtar

i (ωsrc′
i ) from Star

i

(Ssrc′
i ) using Eq.(2).

(3)Selecting Similar Mouth
In this process, we treat consecutive t frames as a unit. We select
a target unit which has the most similar mouth shape to a source
unit by minimizing Eq.(3) and continue this process, shifting the
beginning frame index of a source unit, i, by t− 1.

Ei,j =


t∑

k=0

||ωsrc′
k − ωtar

j+k||22 (i = 0)

α

t∑
k=0

||ωsrc′
i+k − ωtar

j+k||22 + (1− α)||vtar
j − vtar

l ||22 (i > 0)

(3)



Figure 2: Ground Truth vs. Our Result

In Eq.(3), j is the beginning frame index of a target frame unit. l
is the end frame index of the target unit selected in the prior step.
vtar
j is a vector of estimated facial feature points in the jth target

frame. α is a weight parameter to control the similarity of mouth
shapes between the target and the source and the continuation of
the target head motion. Note that when minimizing Eq.(3), each
term is normalized and ranges from 0 to 1. Then we apply a frame-
interpolation method for videos [Saito et al. 2014] to stitch together
the selected target units seamlessly.

2.2 Mouth Region Composition

The video generated in Sec.2.1 does not maintain other motion
(body motion, background motion etc.). Therefore we synthesize
the mouth region to the original target video. First, we choose n
undeformable facial feature points and track them through video
frames and express them as Ai and Bi, where A means the original
target video, B means the video generated by ”Frame-Reshuffling”
part and i is the frame index.

Ai =

(
xA
i,1 xA

i,2 ... xA
i,n

yA
i,1 yA

i,2 ... yA
i,n

)
(4)

Bi =

(
xB
i,1 xB

i,2 ... xB
i,n

yB
i,1 yB

i,2 ... yB
i,n

)
(5)

We calculate a rotation matrix Ri and a translation vector ti by
minimizing Eq.(6) on each i based on Singular Value Decomposi-
tion method [Tamaki 2009]

arg min
Ri,ti

||Ai − (RiBi + ti)||2F (6)

Then we align the face in the generated video to that in the origi-
nal target video and synthesize the mouth region by Poisson Image
Editing[Pérez et al. 2003].

3 Result and Future Work
Fig.2 describes results of our method. This shows qualitatively
that our method can generate dubbing videos with plausible visual-
audio synchronization like the ground truth. In addition, we com-
pared our results with traditional dubbing video by using RMSE
as shown in Fig.3. Note that we scaled the RMSE values by re-
garding the length between inner corners of eyes as 30mm. It is
clear that the RMSE values between our result and the ground truth
are much smaller than that between a traditional dubbing video and
the ground truth in almost all frames. From these results it can be
said that our method can create mouth motion much more similar to

Figure 3: Evaluation by RMSE

ground truth. We also compared consecutive frames in a result and
a ground-truth video and concluded that our method can consider
coarticulation. This time, we applied our method to generate an
English-dubbing video by a Japanese-spoken video and a Japanese-
dubbing video from English-spoken. In both cases we confirmed
our method worked well. This means our method can be applied in-
dependently of phonemes and suites for generating dubbing videos.
As future work, we are focusing on improving our method to be ro-
bust to facial rotation by applying image-based rigid transformation
and to illumination variation by illuminant estimation and image re-
rendering.
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